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Editorial 
Dear  Readers – We are glad, that for SNE Volume 25 again Vlatko Ceric, past president of CROSSIM, is providing his algorithmic 
art as design for SNE cover pages. ‘Algorithms, mathematics and art are interrelated in an art form called algorithmic art. Algo-
rithmic art is visual art generated by algorithms that completely describe creation of images. This kind of art is strongly related 
with contemporary computer technology, and especially computer programming, as well as with mathematics used in algorithms 
for image generation’ – as Vlatko Ceric defines. The technique used for the picture series for the covers of SNE Volume 25 is alien-
ation of ‘classic’ pictures by certain algorithms (details in next issues).  
The content of the scientific part reflects the broad variety of nowadays modeling and simulation. ‘Discrete’ techniques for model-
ling and simulation generate robust schedules for tramway networks, increase space utilization in office buildings, support server 
outage detection, and compare pedestrian flow models on a microscopic level. A case study compares modeling of convection and 
diffusion, and an Education Note discusses simulation system for radiology education integration of physical and virtual realities. 
And last but not least, this issue continues the ARGESIM Benchmark Series, with a solution to Benchmark C8 ‘Canal and Lock Sys-
tem’ and with a revised definition of Benchmark C17  ‘Modelling and Simulation of a SIR-type Epidemic with Cellular Automata and 
Differential Equations’, which allows a much butter comparison both approaches. 
 I would like to thank all authors for their contributions,  and the organizers of the EUROSIM conferences for co-operation in 
post-conference publication, and the ARGESIM SNE staff for helping to manage the SNE administration and the improved SNE 
layout and extended templates for submissions (now also tex). 
 

Felix Breitenecker, SNE Editor-in-Chief, eic@sne-journal.org; felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
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A Robust Schedule for Montpellier’s  
Tramway Network 

Oliver Ullrich1*, Daniel Lückerath2, Ewald Speckenmeyer2 
1National Science Foundation’s Industry-University Cooperative Research Center, Florida International University,  

ECS 243C, 11200 SW 8th St, Miami FL-33199; *oullrich@fiu.edu 
2Institut für Informatik, Universität zu Köln, Albertus-Magnus-Platz, 50923 Köln, Germany 

 
 
Abstract.  The city of Mont pellier in th e Langu edoc-
Roussillon region of France f eatures a fa st growing tram 
network as a central part of its public service infrast ruc-
ture. H ere, as in many oth er tram networ ks, resour ces 
like tra cks and stati ons ar e shar ed betw een different  
lines. Because of the resulting dependencies, small inevi-
table delays can spread through the network and affect 
its global performance. 
This article examines wheth er a r obust tr am sch edule 
may hel p to ra ise pun ctuality in Montpelli er’s tram net-
work. To accomplish this, we apply a tool set designed to 
generate schedules optimized for robustness, which also 
satisfy given sets of plann ing requirements. These tools 
allow to compare time tables with respect t o their punc-
tuality and other key indicators. 
After an int roduction to the goals of this pa per, we con-
tinue with a descri ption of the tool set focusing on opti-
mization a nd s imulation mo dules. Th ese software util i-
ties are then employed to generate and simulate robust 
and non -robust s chedules f or Mont pellier’s tram n et-
work, which are subsequently compared for the resulting 
delays. 

Introduction 1 Simulation and Optimization 
of Tram Schedules 
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Figure 1: Architecture of project CATS. 

1.1 Optimization of tram schedules 

 
Figure 2: Example for platform reduction. 
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1.2 Simulation of tram schedules 
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2 Examining Montpellier’s 
Tramway Network 

Figure 3: Montpellier’s Tramway network. 

 
Figure 4: Montpellier’s line routes. 

2.1 Schedule generation 

2.2 Comparing generated schedules 
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution of delays. 

 
Figure 6: Frequency distribution of delays. 

Line/Route 1  1A 2  2A  3  4  

01 0 6 3 1 7 3 

02 5 3 3 1 6 2 

Table 1: Scheduled departures at the routes’ starting 
points under schedule A. 

Line/Route 1  1A 2  2A  3  4  

01 6 1 4 0 1 5 

02 3 7 7 3 0 5 

Table 2: Scheduled departures at the routes’ starting 
points under schedule B. 

 
Figure 7: Average delay of lines. 
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Figure 8: Average trip delays of tram 2005 serving  
line 2A. 

Figure 9: Average delays at platforms of trip 3 of tram 
2005. 

Figure 10: Average delays at platforms of trip 4 of tram 
2005. 

2.3 TAM’s applied schedule 
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Figure 11: Number of started trips per hour. 

Figure 12: TAM’s applied schedule -  
Frequency distribution. 

Figure 13: TAM’s applied schedule - Average delay of 
lines. 

3 Conclusions and Further 
Research 
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Abstract. Based on a brief analysis of the status quo
of office space utilization (section 1), a hybrid simula-
tion model combining discrete event simulation (DES)
and agent-based methons (AB) is developed in section 2.
In section 3 it is to analyze some general characteristics
of such office systems. Although academic, the results
underline the huge potential benefit for an increased
space utilization through utilization of mathematical sim-
ulation.

Introduction

In private businesses the cost factor is one of the main

– if not the major – contributor to decission making.

Nevertheless there is a certain blind spot when it comes

to space related costs, which is partially induced by the

status of owning representative buildings or a spacious

office. But aside from this, the awareness for the poten-

tial savings (regardless whether of GHG emissions or

financial ones) through an efficiency increase in space

management is hardly existent, yet. Subsequently cur-

rent approaches to reduce space related costs focus on

buildings’ operating costs instead.

1 Potential for improvement

The effect of this focus is illustrated in Fig. 1 and has

been described by Zitter et al. Operating costs account

for only 20% of the annual building-related costs (1st

bar in Fig. 1; left to right). They then provide bench-

marks according to which roughly 40% (of the initial

20%) are capable of being influenced —- thus 8% of

the total costs (2nd bar). It is further possible to reduce

the influenceable costs by 30% (= 2.4% of total costs;

3rd bar). Assuming a realistic reduction of 50% in prac-

tice, the total costs can be reduced by a mere 1.2 percent

(4th bar)! It is thus obvious that this approach cannot

contribute to substantial savings.

Figure 1: Practically achievable reduction of builing related
costs by tweaking of operational costs.

On the other hand buildings are used only for a fraction

of their life time only. As explained by Ottomann effec-

tive utilization of office space lies around a mere 5%.

This includes a working week of five 8 hour work days,

holidays and vacation of employees, breaks, sick leaves

and social as well as organizational activities.

SNE 25(1) – 4/2015
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It is apparent that an efficiency increase in space uti-

lization offers a far bigger potential for savings than

reductions of operating costs. A theoretical increase

of 5 percentage points (i.e. from 5% to a utilization

of 10%) does equal cutting the space required in half

– and thus reducing space-related costs by approxi-

mately 50%! This is illustrated by following example:

A company with 100 offices has a utilization of 5%.

Availability of hundred offices per week (7 days á 24

hours) is 16.800 office-hours (100× 7× 24). Utiliza-

tion of 5% means that a mere 840 office-hours are actu-

ally “consumed” by the employees. As the actual need

(840 office-hours) is not changed by a more efficient

space-management, a raise to 10% utilization efficiency

would require an availability of only 8.400 office-hours

(840 = 10% ⇒ 100% = 8.400), which calls for (8.400

divided by 7 days á 24h) 50 offices – a 50% reduction

of the original 100 offices.

The question that arises is: “How can (office) space

be used in a more efficient manner?” - Which is equiv-

alent to that of how much space is truly needed.

1.1 Static Approaches

As stated in Emrich et al., decision makers need to know

how much space is truly needed to answer this ques-

tions. This of course is hard to answer without adequate

information. Approximations can be derived by rule of

thumb estimates customary in the particular trade, al-

though they will remain (rough) estimates. Chances are

that the need for space will be over- or underestimated.

Both outcomes come with significant costs (see Kovacs

et al. for financial insight on inefficient utilization of of-

fice buildings). Either there will not be enough space

for all employees, which not only requires renting ad-

ditional space, but also disrupts workflows and thus de-

creases overall productivity. Overestimating required

work space, on the other hand, leads to sub-optimal uti-

lization. The situation improves less than it could have.

Trying to improve the results, more detailed calcu-

lations could be carried out. Nevertheless these will

become extremely complicated and complex when try-

ing to incorporate different behavior of employees. For

example will sales representatives have needs differ-

ent from in-house account managers, who will again

have needs, working- and vacation times that differ

from those of the IT-staff. Getting exact results under

such heterogeneous conditions is challenging, to say the

least. In addition, even if it would be possible to ob-

tain exact results for this problem, they would be valid

only for this one scenario. A change within the em-

ployee structure or a different space management strat-

egy would require starting from scratch, as all calcula-

tions and consideration have to be applied to the new

scenario. Another flaw of this approach is that it ne-

glects the stochastic nature of the observed system (i.e.

employees are not robots that have ever repeating, non-

changing routines within their work-cycles).

Another approach is to closely monitor and track the

employees’ actual work place needs and use the data

obtained for statistical analyses (e.g. electronic moni-

toring of workplace activities, collecting information on

employee position, etc.). Nevertheless, this approach

has some major drawbacks. First it raises issues re-

garding privacy. And even if legal it is likely to cause

bad blood among employees and/or staff associations.

Second if monitoring systems are not installed yet, it is

costly to do so. Further it takes a long period of time to

acquire sufficient amounts of data. Third data gathered

is, by definition, always historic – even in real-time sys-

tems. Thus it can only be used to explain and analyze

(management) strategies, employee structures and of-

fice layouts that have existed and been monitored in the

real world (i.e. those from which the data comes from).

But the data is only of very limited use when trying

to understand the effects of alternative scenarios (e.g.

modified employee structure, different working times,

changed space management, etc.).

These above two methods (rule of thumb and statis-

tic analysis) are regarded static models as they do depict

the system behavior, but without any change over time.

This is not to be confused with an (in)ability to “pre-

dict” the future state of the system. But the prediction

does not change over time, as well as the models itself

do not change their states.

2 Model Implementation

To overcome the limitations of static approaches a

dynamic model – based on discrete event simulation

(DES) and agent-based methods – is being developed.

The factors that need to be taken into account when

modeling space utilization in an office environment are

fairly similar to those of the described university envi-

ronment. As explained in Emrich et al., these are:

• employee structure

i.e. which employee types are within the system

and how many employees of each type

SNE 25(1) – 4/2015
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• employee behavior

i.e. which working preferences and what kind of

behavior do the employees have (e.g. working

times, fraction of field work, etc.)

• office environment

i.e. how many offices/workplaces of what type are

available

• The space management in place

i.e. which rules have to be considered when it

comes to assignment of work places, which work-

places are available for whom (employees or

employee-types), etc. – these rules strongly depend

on the objective of the simulation

2.1 Modeling Approach

In such a setup, as explained in Emrich et al., the indi-

vidual employee can be regarded as the smallest unit.

It is her behavior that defines the simulation result, and

subsequently it is necessary to depict the employees in

the most accurate way. For this reason “top-down” ap-

proaches (such as statistical methods) are only of lim-

ited success: they describe the system as a whole –

without giving respect to the interactions of the system

internal elements. Agent-based (AB) methods, as used

in the present case for development of the “More-Space

Office Tool”, are producing the system’s behavior via

definition of its smallest units and their respective inter-

actions — the employees and their behavior. AB mod-

eling is treating every instance (i.e. employee) as an in-

dependent entity with an individual behavior.

Further, to recreate realistic behavior, the stochastic

nature of events has to be incorporated into the simu-

lation model. This is necessary as, for example, em-

ployees will not come to work every day at exactly 8:00

A.M. On the contrary they will most often come a bit

earlier or later as they have to deal with “unexpected”

events, such as traffic jams or delayed public transport.

Such events can potentially trigger chain reactions (e.g.

missing the first of a series of connections by only a

second can lead to a cumulative delay of several hours)

and are thus vital for the dynamic nature of the model.

Discrete event simulation (DES) is aiming at such prob-

lems and is therefore incorporated into the model.

In order to combine the features of AB methods and

DES a hybrid model was created using the simulation

environment AnyLogic, which is based on the object

oriented programming language JAVA and capable of

supporting both approaches (AB and DES).

2.2 Employee

Within the model each employee is modeled as individ-

ual agent in a class called “Worker”. This agent has

several parameters and variables and a combined stat-

echart for its health- and work-status (see Fig. 2). The

parameters of the object Worker are:

• employeeType

name of employee type (e.g. customer support or

developer)

• employeeColor

the color of the agent’s visual representation

• daysInOffice

the number of days/week which the agent is work-

ing in the office, (e.g. customer support might

come into office only once a week and be at cus-

tomers’ locations the remaining days of the week)

• timeInOffice

the average duration the agent stays in the office,

once it comes to the office

• startShiftMin

the earliest time that the agent will come to work

(if it comes to work), i.e. earliest time to start its

shift

• startShiftMax

the latest time that the agent will come to work (if

it comes to work), i.e. latest time to start its shift

• fixedWP

boolean parameter if the agent owns a fixed (exclu-

sive) workplace or not

And its variables are:

• assignedWP

ID1 of the workplace currently assigned; if

fixedWP is true this ID is constant throughout sim-

ulation

• sickLeaveDays

counter of days the agent was on sick leave

• spentVacation

counter of vacation-days consumed

• sicknessDuration

used to store the duration of the sickness if the

agent turns sick

1Remark: pointer to object instance.

SNE 25(1) – 4/2015
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Figure 2: Structure of Worker object in the model, including
parameters, variables, statechart and
control-elements.

Besides the statechart and the above variables and pa-

rameters the Worker-agent is composed of three more

control elements that are used to control the agent’s be-

havior. These are daysOnVacation (list), sickLeaveProb
(table function) and InitiateOfficeDay (dynamic event)

and will be looked at in more detail later.

As mentioned the statechart used combines the

working state and the health state of the agent. The

reason for the combination is the assumption of their

mutually exclusive nature. I.e. that an employee turn-

ing sick is not going to go to work. For simplification

of the model it is further assumed that an employee is

not turning sick during vacation or while at work. The

top arrow indicates that the agent enters the statechart

into state “idle” (idleState). This is the initial state from

which every work day is started. From here the agent

starts its working day either as an office day (via in-
Queue and officeWorking) or working outside the office

(fieldWork) before it returns to the idle state. In case

that the agent turns sick or takes a day off it changes

from idle into state sickLeave and vacation respectively.

The last remaining state, addNewWP, will be described

later.

At initialization of the simulation each agent’s

daysOnVacation-list is filled with 25 days2 on which

the agent is on vacation. These 25 dates are scheduled

randomly with following constraints:

2By Austrian law employees are entitled to an annual vacation of five

weeks. Hence people working five days per week (the majority)

receive 25 days of vacation (per year). People working 6 days per

week subsequently receive 30 days.

• For 50% of all employees a blocked vacation is be-

ing scheduled, . . .

– with a length that is uniformly distributed be-

tween 10 and 15 days, and

– which starts randomly (uniformly dis-

tributed) within a user-specified “core

vacation period” (e.g. summer holidays).

• For 40% of the remaining employees (20% of to-

tal) a blocked vacation (of uniformly distributed

length between 10 and 15 days) is scheduled at a

random time (unif. distrib.) during the year.

• Finally each employees vacation list is filled up

(until 25 days are reached) with random (unif. dis-

trib.) days.

Figure 3: Skewed bell-shaped distribution of sick-leave
duration used within the office model: length of
sick leave duration (x-axis) as fraction of total
occurences (y-axis) of sick leave.

To create a closer to reality behavior of employees a

sickness function has been developed. Based upon sev-

eral data sets from “Statistik Austria” (the Austrian Sta-

tistical Central Office) a distribution of the duration of

sick leaves has been developed (see Fig. 3). This distri-

bution is naturally only a rough estimate, but sickness

duration and frequency strongly depends on the busi-

ness field and the region/country and can thus not be

modeled precise and generally valid at the same time.

Instead it is recommended to use real-world data for

parametrization and model fitting.

2.3 Employee Structure

With the basic employee being defined in the above de-

scribed, flexible way, one object class (Worker) can be
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used to represent different employee types. At initial-

ization of a simulation run the user is presented with a

GUI (see Fig. 4) that allows to define the numbers of

employees per employee type, the core vacation period

as well as choosing between flexible and fixed (i.e. in-

dividual, not shared) workplaces.

Figure 4: Section of GUI that allows specification of main
simulation-parameters.

The model then generates the specified number of em-

ployees per employee type (in this case three types are

hard-coded) together with their specific characteristics

(see parameters, listed before).

An alternative possibility is to control the employee

structure using spreadsheet-files, which are loaded by

the model at initialization. This approach maximizes

flexibility and empowers users without programming

skills or access to the source code to precisely con-

trol the employee structure. In this case the model

processes the spreadsheet-file row by row and creates

an employee type (with multiple instances) for each of

these. The exemplary spreadsheet depicted in Fig. 5

leads to the creation of three different employee types:

“Developers”, “Acquisition” and “Forenoon”, with re-

spective behavior.

Figure 5: Spreadsheet file controlling model-internal
employee structure.

With this approach it is even possible to create an indi-

vidual class for every single employee and thus incorpo-

rate individual behavior (e.g. by adding preferred vaca-

tion times and individual, age- or gender-dependent ill-

ness probabilities). Besides potential privacy concerns

this naturally requires to have the corresponding data in

the first place. In relation to the benefit for the simu-

lation result this approach is most likely too costly and

thus not reasonable to pursue.

2.4 System behavior

In the current implementation the general goal is to use

the model to calculate the number of required work-

places – for a given employee structure – and in this par-

ticular case to evaluate the savings potential compared

to fixed workplaces3. With the employee structure and

behavior in place, the next step is to model the general

system behavior.

At initiation the model creates all employees as in-

stances of class Worker, which, when coming into of-

fice require a workplace. Subsequently the number of

required workplaces can be obtained by adding a work-

place to the (virtual) building each time one is needed.

This approach is supported by the object oriented archi-

tecture of the simulation environment. It is possible to

create a new instance of a class at runtime. Thus offices

and workplaces are implemented as classes (Office1WP
office with one workplace, Office2WP with two work-

places and Workplace). When a Worker changes its

state from idle to inQueue a check for free workplaces

is performed. If a workplace is available the employee

uses it, if not a routine is called which creates an addi-

tional instance of Workplace and assigns it to the em-

ployee. Remark: Since employees with fixedWP = true
do not release their workplace (ID), it also cannot be

taken by other employees.

The structure of class Workplace is a fairly simple

one. Besides information relevant for visualization pur-

poses (e.g. its coordinates) it has following three vari-

ables:

• assignedEmployee

analogous to Worker’s assignedWP this holds the

ID of the employee that is assigned to the work-

place; in case of a fixed workplace the ID4 does

not change

• nTimesUsed

counter for utilization analysis which registers ever

use-session

3I.e. a workplace model in which every employee has an individual

workplace that is not shared
4Remark: pointer to object instance.
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• nMinUsed

counter for utilization analysis which registers ev-

ery minute of usage

As indicated the model has two more object classes: Of-
fice1WP and Office2WP. They represent the frame in

which workplaces are set. Depending on the 1WP or

2WP the object houses one or two workplaces. The pri-

mary (and sole) reason for their existence is the visual-

ization of the simulation.

During simulation a cyclic event wakeAgents,

scheduled for 00:01 of each simulated day, triggers the

actions of all Worker-instances. It schedules their dy-

namic events InitiateOfficeDay, depending on probabil-

ities and other factors. First it checks whether the cur-

rent day is a workday or not. If it is, it checks how

many days per week the respective agent is working “in

office” and probabilistically determines whether a day

in office or a day of field work is scheduled.

The exact point in time when the (employee-

internal) dynamic event InitiateOfficeDay is taking

place is scheduled with a uniform distribution between

the agent’s startShiftMin and startShiftMax. When this

point of time is reached, this internal dynamic event

performs a state-check on the agent (if healthy and

not on vacation) and then (probabilistically) determines

whether the agent becomes ill or not — in which case it

proceeds to work in office.

3 Simulation and Findings

3.1 Parametrization

Without real-world data to derive an employee struc-

ture from and with no benefit of a super-realistic one, a

simplified employee structure was used to evaluate the

savings potential of a flexible space management com-

pared to a fixed workplace model. Nevertheless expert-

knowledge was used to obtain a close-to-real employee

structure and behavior.

The structure consists of developers, employees in

customer acquisition and account managers, of which

only the first are granted a fixed workplace. This is ex-

plained by their respective “in office” working times.

Developers come to office (if not ill or on vacation) on

all workdays, arrive in office between 8:00 and 10:00

(a.m.) and work for 8 hours. Customer acquisition per-

sonnel spend four days per week with field work and

hence only have one day in office. When they are in of-

fice they, as developers, come between 8:00 and 10:00

and work for 8 hours. Account managers are doing

mainly field work, but come into office daily, although

at irregular and changing times. They arrive between

8:00 and 17:00 and are then in office for two hours.

3.2 Results

For evaluation of the savings effect through flexible

workplace utilization a balanced structure with 1/3 of

every employee type was used. Flexible workplace

utilization was defined in such a way that all employ-

ees (except developers) use any free workplace (except

those that are assigned to a developer); developers al-

ways use their assigned workplace.

Figure 6:Workplace savings potential (y-axis) as a function
of company size (x-axis) – plotted on a linear (left)
and a logarithmic scale (right).

The model was used to simulate the workplace require-

ments of each company size over one year (365 days).

To compensate the effect of outliers the Monte Carlo

method was applied. For every company size 10 simu-

lation runs (each with a random seed for random num-

ber generation) were produced and averaged. The sav-

ings potential is then calculated as the difference be-

tween the simulation average and the company size5.

The results are shown in Fig. 6, once on a linear (in

figure left) and once on a logarithmic scale (in figure

right). It is obvious that small enterprises can draw no

and medium-sized ones only limited benefit of a flexible

use of workplaces. Large companies on the other hand

can cut more than 50% of their workplaces, compared

to a fixed (workplace utilization) model!

Arguably averaging of simulation results leads to a

lower number of workplaces than required in the “worst

case” scenario. But then again flexible use of work-

places always holds a theoretic danger of shortage: in

the absolute “worst case” all employees require a work-

place at the same time. The question that has to be an-

swered in practice is: how much risk does one want to

5As the number of employees equals the number of workplaces re-

quired if every employee has their individual workplace.
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take? Depending on the answer it is necessary to plan

with a sufficiently large buffer. In addition the differ-

ence between mean and maximum is very small (see

tab. 3.2), which is explained by the (fairly long) run-

time of the basic simulation (365 days). The odd em-

ployee numbers are explained by the employee struc-

ture, which consists of three equally large groups.

Company size average maximum difference

6 6 6 0

12 10 10 0

24 18 19 1

28 32 33 1

99 58 58 0

198 110 113 3

501 260 266 6

1002 501 506 5

2004 981 988 7

5001 2395 2405 10

Table 1: Simulation results for required workplaces: average
and maximum (of 10 simulation runs) and
difference.

Using the variable nMinUsed of the Workplace-object

it is possible to calculate the effective occupancy — ei-

ther for every workplace, or for the whole lot. In doing

so one must consider that the employees are modeled

in such a way that they do not leave their workplace

until they finish their workday. I.e. there are no meet-

ings, conferences, lunch-breaks, and the like — which

would naturally reduce effective occupancy. Incorpora-

tion of such elements would require to consider whether

an unoccupied workplace left for such a reason would

become available (for use by another employee) or re-

main reserved although unoccupied by the initial em-

ployee. The present implementation has been chosen in

order to avoid this problem.

Occupancy has been calculated in two different

ways. Once the total time of workplace-usage is di-

vided by the total simulation time (i.e. 24 hours, 7

days a week), the second time it is seen as fraction of

the core time (10 hours per business day, i.e. Monday

through Friday). With respect to the findings in Fig. 6

a company with 500 employees can already profit sig-

nificantly of a flexible workplace management. Thus

occupancy has been analyzed for this category by sim-

ulating a period of one year for 5 times with the flexible

workplace utilization as previously described. I.e. de-

velopers, who are working full time, have a fixed place,

the remaining employees not.

The simulation results (depicted in Table 3.2, la-

beled “fixed”) show that the total occupancy (labeled

“total”) lies at about 19.7% and during core time (la-

beled “core”) around 66.3%. In a second step the flex-

ibility of the space management has been increased by

one notch: developers also use flexible workplaces (re-

sults labeled “flexible” in Table 3.2). Even though de-

velopers are working full time (i.e. 8 hours per day, 5

days per week) the impact that this change has is dra-

matic. Only by unblocking the (previously fixed) work-

places blocked during vacation and illness of developers

total utilization was increased by one percentage point

(relative: 5%) and core utilization by 3.3 percentage

points (relative: 5%). Again (compare to tab. 3.2) the

deviation of the results is so small that the ranges of

the two settings’ results never overlap. The explanation

for this is again found in the long simulation period of

365 days, which causes graduation of a lot of random

influences.

total (%) core (%)

sim-run fixed flexible fixed flexible

1 19.88 20.87 66.87 70.19

2 19.51 20.11 65.61 67.66

3 19.63 20.87 66.02 70.21

4 20.03 21.14 67.38 71.10

5 19.29 20.48 64.89 68.87

average 19.70 20.69 66.28 69.61

Table 2: Comparison of workplace occupancy for scenarios
“fixed” and “flexible”; simulation results for “total”
occupancy and “core” time occupancy (10
hours/business day).

3.3 Conclusion

Calculation of required number of workplaces is a

queuing theory problem such as establishing the num-

ber of checkout counters in a post office or supermar-

ket and general dimensioning problems in the area of

service provision. With the above described hybrid ap-
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proach (combining AB methods and DES) it is possible

to model workplace utilization at an employee-based

level, which has several advantages.

One major advantage is the transparency of the

model and hence of the simulation results. It allows the

user for whom simulation is carried out to understand

and follow the reasoning behind the model, without be-

coming a simulation-expert herself (e.g. statecharts are

easily read and understood). A second is the close-

ness of the attribute-mapping between implementation

and reality, which at the same time is partially respon-

sible for the before mentioned. An employee turning

ill is implemented as agent-internal state change from

“healthy” to “ill”.

Besides the easy interpretation of the implemented

model, the object oriented approach also allows for a

very flexible and easy modification and adaption. If ad-

ditional requirements arise they can more often than not

be incorporated in a very efficient way (e.g. fine-tuning

of agents’ behavior, adding of attributes to objects, in-

troduction of additional statistics, etc.).

With the model being of academic nature, the focus

of it lies on serving as a proof of concept. These re-

sults obtained are thus not carved in stone, as they are

a product of employee structure and behavior as well

as of the space management in place and of simulation

parametrization. All of which was based not on real

data but on assumptions, which, although chosen with

a claim for authenticity, reflect the simplifications ac-

cepted to obtain a slender model.

Against the background of current practice in space

management of office buildings the model results point

at a huge potential for improvement. Exploitation of it

requires – amongst others – raising awareness for the

issue, which can be supported by such conceptual mod-

els. On the other hand the model already incorporates

most of the aspects necessary to conduct analysis of real

systems and only calls for appropriate parametrization.

In case of potential extensions, the flexible (object ori-

ented) architecture allows for very efficient adaption.

Finally, the big question and challenge that remains is

whether an institution is willing and capable of incorpo-

rating the required changes of business processes, i.e.

installing a flexible space management. Without this

step the potential for improvement is, as pointed out in-

tially, more than limited.
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Abstract.  The aim of the proposed system is to give the 
students a f lexible, realistic, and int eractive l earning 
environment to study the ph ysical limit of d ifferent pos-
tures and vari ous imag ing p rocedures. The sugg ested 
system will al so famil iarize the stud ents with variou s 
imaging mod alities, the an atomical stru ctures that are 
observable un der diff erent X -ray tu be s ettings and th e 
quality of  the r esulting image. Current teaching practice 
for radi ological sci ences student as ks students to s imu-
late the imaging procedure in role plays – a student to be 
a patient and the oth er a s t he radi ologist. Other ways 
include the us e of physi cal phantom with b one and s oft 
tissue equivalent material but still th e use of X-ray have 
to be used with all the re quirement of such examination 
to be in place, e.g., room shielding, lead apron, and other 
radiation prot ection pro cedure. Th e pro posed system  
has s everal p hysical components a nd virt ual comp o-
nents. Students manipu late the mann equin into th e 
model of the imaging modality and in a posture suitable 
for the purpose of the imaging study. The virtual compo-
nents of our si mulation system include a posture inter-
face, a computational phantom generator, and a physics 
simulator. Th e synt hetic i mage wil l b e pr oduced and 
conform to th e Digital Im aging and Comm unications in  
Medicine standard so that it can be stored, retrieved, and 
displayed in a standard pi cture archiving and communi-
cation system that hospitals use. 

Introduction
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1 Motion Tracking 

2 Mannequins 

3 Synthetic Radiography 
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Figure 2: Data flow diagram of the proposed interactive simulation system. 
The reference phantom is generated only once for the  
corresponding mannequin, but it starting point for creating the 
postured phantom. 

4 System Design 

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the proposed interactive 
simulation system. The mannequin and the  
imaging modality model are the physical  
components of the system. The data from these 
components are fed into the virtual parts that  
carry out the simulations with a computational 
phantom. The simulated images can be stored, 
displayed, and analyzed with picture archiving 
and communication system. 
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4.1 Mannequin 

4.2 Imaging modality model interface 

Posture interface.

Computational phantom generator.
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Figure 3: A voxel phantom (left) created from a  
computed tomography image (right). Each  
tissue is labeled by a number (tissue ID) after 
segmentation. In this coronal cross section of 
the phantom, the tissue IDs are plotted in  
different colors. There are about 100 identified 
tissues or organs in the phantom; only a few of 
them are shown here for illustration. 

Creation of the built-in reference phantom.

Figure 4: Mesh representation of the lungs (left) and the 
liver (right). 

Generation of the posture phantom.

Major software graphic user interface modules.
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Figure 5: The Monte Carlo process to track one virtual X-ray photon. The process 
is repeated as many times as necessary to synthesize the image. It is 
important to note that the virtual photons must be independent of 
each other, that is, the sequence of random number in the sampling 
of the probability distributions cannot repeat itself in the simulation.

5 Physics Simulator 
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Figure 6: Synthetic X-ray images of the wrist of a  
low-resolution voxel phantom [36] and upper 
torso from the voxel phantom shown in  
Figure 3. 

6 Discussion 
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7 Conclusion 
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Abstract.  Several approaches to detect or even predict 
abnormal ev ents as early as possible will b e dis cussed. 
The model input is a time series of frequently collected 
data. Th e app roaches pr esented in this d ocument use  
various meth ods or iginating i n the fi eld of  data minin g, 
machine le arning and s oft co mputing in a hybrid man-
ner. After a ba sic introduction including several areas of 
application, the focus wi ll lie on the modular parts of the 
proposed server outage model, starting with a discussion 
about differ ent approa ches to time series  predict ion 
such as SA RIMA mode ls a nd spe cific ar tificial n eural 
networks. After the p resentation of  severa l algo rithms 
for outlier det ection (angl e-based outlier factor , one-
class support vector machines) the gain ed results of the  
simulation are put up for di scussion. The t ext ends wit h 
an outlook for possible future work. 

Introduction

An event shall be defined as an 
occurrence happening at a determinable time and place 
with a certain duration. It may be a part of a chain of 
occurrences as an e ect of a preceding occurrence and 
as the cause of a succeeding occurrence. It is possible 
that more than one event occurs at the same time and/or 
place. 

An abnormal event 
shall be defined as an outlier in a chain of events, an 
event that deviates so much from the other events as to 
arouse suspicion that it was caused by something that 
does not follow the usual behavior of the considered 
system and that it could change the entire system behav-
ior. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1 Data Generation and Data 

Preprocessing 

1.1 Data generation 

1.2 Data preprocessing 

2 Predictor 

. 
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2.1 Neuro-Predictor 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Prediction errors of a certain server feature, 
using a neuro-predictor. 
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2.2 SARIMA Models 
B

 

2.3 Comparison Between Neuro-Predictors 
and SARIMA Models 

•

•

•

General Model Assumption. 

3 Outage Detector 
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•

•

•

3.1 Threshold 

Figure 2. A typical histogram of the prediction errors of 
a single server feature: A Gaussian bell and a 
few outliers clearly visible on the outside mar-
gin 

3.2 Angle-Based Outlier Detection 

 

Figure 3. Idea of angle-based outlier detection 

3.3 One-Class Support Vector Machine 
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Figure 4. One-class support vector machine [8] 

3.4 Combined Detector 
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4 Results and Outlook 

Figure 5. Angle-based outlier detector detecting the 
server change from idle to busy (green) and 
busy to idle (red) 

Figure 6. Median-filtered prediction error of the gas 
prices time series using a neuro-predictor with 
a delay of 3 months, 10 hidden neurons and a 
threshold for abnormal event detection. The 
median was calculated over 6 months. The 
first peak above the threshold 20 corresponds 
to the 1979 oil crisis. 
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Abstract.  Simulations enable to predict pedestrian flows 
for the ev aluation of ar chitectural d esigns and oper a-
tional pl ans. In order to a ssess the strength and wea k-
nesses of  diff erent p edestrian simu lation models, thei r 
performance h as to b e eval uated in a qu alitative and  
quantitative m anner. Th e RiMEA-Guideline aspir es to 
define a m inimum standa rd for eva cuation anal ysis 
based on different test cases for evaluating implementa-
tions of pedestrian simu lation models. This paper p ro-
vides a comparison of three different pedestrian simula-
tion m odels, i.e. S ocial Fo rce, Cellula r Aut omaton an d 
Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance, based on s elect-
ed t est cases from  the  Ri MEA-Guideline. Th e r esults 
provide mo del devel opers and pract itioners valua ble 
insights into the major diff erences between the evaluat -
ed pedestrian simulation models. 

Introduction

1 Related Work 
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2 Description of Test Cases 

• Test Case 4
• Test Case 6
• Test Case 12

2.1 Test Case 4 

Fundamental Diagram

Figure 1. Fundamental diagram representing specific 
flow  
(y-axis) and density (x-axis) based on [10]. 

Figure 2. Test Case 4 - Pedestrians are equally  
distributed over the available area and move 
towards the right end (red line) of the corridor 
(red arrows denote walking direction). All 
measures are in m. 

2.2 Test Case 6 
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Figure 3. Test Case 6 - Pedestrians are placed in the 
crosshatched area and walk around the corner 
(red arrows denote walking direction) without 
crossing walls and corner. All measures are in 
m. 

2.3 Test Case 12 

Figure 4. Test Case 12 - The bottleneck in Room 1 
should lead to congestion while this should 
not occur in Room 2. All measures are in m. 

3 Modelling Approaches 

• Social Force 
• Cellular Automaton
• Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance 

3.1 Social Force 
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3.2 Cellular Automaton 

3.3 Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance 

4 Results 

4.1 Results for Test Case 4 
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(a) 
 

(b) 

Figure 5. Fundamental Diagrams as result from the 
three tested models using a measurement  
area of (a) 2x2m and (b) 4x4m from Test Case 
4. The red line corresponds to the 
 fundamental diagram given in [10]. 

4.2 Results for Test Case 6 

Figure 6. Simulation results from the three tested mod-
els at time t = 10s for Test Case 6. 
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Figure 7. Empirical cumulative distribution of walking 
times from Test Case 6. 

4.3 Results for Test Case 12 

Figure 8. Simulation results from the three tested  
models at time t = 15s for Test Case 12. 

 Average Walking Times (Min,Max) [s]

 Test Case 6 Test Case 12 

Social Force 19.1 (16.0,22.5) 185.0 (129.2,347.1) 

Cellular Automaton 50.6 (38.9,86.7) 161.1 (121.9,269.5) 

ORCA 29.8 (25.6,31.7) 394.7 (338.3,456.7) 

Table 1. Walking times from Test Case 6 and Test  
Case 12. 
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Figure 10. Densities measured for the three tested models from Test Case 12. 

Figure 9. Empirical cumulative distributions of walking 
times from Test Case 12. 

5 Summary 
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6 Conclusion and Perspectives 
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Abstract.  Many countries in this world have lack of drink-
ing water. Austria has advantage of drinking water coming 
from the mountains. This article contains a study focusing 
on mathematical modelling using different methods for the 
analysis of groundwater pollution. The distribution of pollu-
tion follows the convection-diffusion equation. Therefore 
different methods ranging from analytical and numerical to 
alternative approaches dealing with random walk are com-
pared. The analysis of the approaches is mostly done for 
one and two dimensional case. 

Introduction
In order to analysis the po llution distribution in wa-

ter of sim ilar circumstances the m athematical equation 
describing t his be haviour i s a c onvection-diffusion 
equation. This equation can not only be used to analysis 
the be haviour of pollution. Also in biology, chem istry 
and ot her fiel ds of study t his e quation i s im portant. 
Regarding biology the equation can be use d to predict  
the development of fur pattern for cats. In chemistry the 
mixture of different substances follows this equation. In 
the field of physical modelling and simulation this equa-
tion is often c alled heat equation bec ause it describe s 
the distribution of heat em anating from a source. De -
spite disci plines in nat ural sciences also the fi nance 
market uses this equation t o foresee the behaviour of 
buyers of st ocks. In general the convection- diffusion 
equation looks as follows:  

 (1)

Equation (1) is a partial differential equation of sec-
ond or der a nd c ontains tw o dif ferent variables 

which can be ti me-dependent, position-dependent 

or simply constant. In t he following we assume that all 
the variables are constant. The first term of this equation 
describes a re gular distribution in every di rection. It is 
similar to spreading of waves after throwi ng in a little 
stone into water. The variable in th e secon d term  of 
(1) symbolises the velocity field of oriente d movement. 
Assuming for example a river with a ce rtain flux the n 
the distribution would be influence by the  velocity of  
the flux. This information will be transformed into t he 
equation using the variable . To sum it up, t he convec-
tion-diffusion equation contains one part de scribing the 
chaotic movement in all dir ections and an orie nted dis-
tribution depending on the circumstances. In the follow-
ing a fl ux only in x- direction is assumed. This pr oblem 
description wi ll be a nalysed usi ng three different a p-
proaches applied in one and two dimensions. 

1 Analytical Solution 
In this case, due to the used initial and boundary condi-
tions, an anal ytical solutio n can be given. The initial 
condition describes a pollutio n sources which releases 
all the pollution at ti me  without inj ecting any  
further pollution. B oth so lutions, one- and two-
dimensional, are used to validate the different methods. 
One-dimensional. Using the regarded equation is 
given as follows 

 (2)

and has to fulfill the initial  and the 
boundary conditions . Using sub-
stitutions described in [1] the equation (2) can be writ-
ten as 

 

 

 

(3)
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The resulting l ine in equation (3) can be multiplied by 

. After integration with respect to  one obtains an 
ordinary differential equation which can be solved using 
basic m athematical tools. A La place ba ck tra nsfor-
mation and backward substitution gives the solution of 
equation (2). 

 (4)

Two-dimensional. In the  tw o dimensional case  the  
obtained equation changes to 

 (5)

Analogue to the one-dimensional case certain initial and 
boundary conditions are defined as follows 

 
 

 

In order to s olve equation (5) a s pecific form of the  
solution is assumed. 

 (6)

The f unctions  and  are so lutions of t he on e-
dimensional convection- diffusion equation with c on-
stant coe fficients. Therefore  and  can be taken 
from the one-dimensional analytical solution (4). 

 

 
(7)

The source is located at the origin therefore the val ues 
 and  can b e in serted. Additionally the 

integral over the whole domain has to be 1. 

 

 
(8)

This integration result leads to the analytical solution in 
two dimensions. 

 (9)

2 Numerical Approximation 
This section introduces two t ypes of numerical approx-
imations. On the one ha nd there is the finite diffe rence 

method (FDM). In this approximation the derivative of 
the d ifferential eq uation is approached by tak ing the 
difference quotient of the ne ighboring grid points. The  
method is easy to use but slightly weak concerning the 
accuracy. T he second m ethod is the finite elem ent 
method (FEM) and is based on formulating variations of 
the differential equation. FEM determines approximated 
solutions c onsisting o f piece wise de fined polynomials 
on a fi ne resolution of the  domain. T he a dvantage of  
FEM is the suitability for any geometry. 

2.1 Finite Difference Method 
One-dimensional. Using finite diffe rences to ap-
proximate the first and seco nd derivatives the partial 
differential equation (2) tra nsforms into an or dinary 
differential equation. 

 (10)

The time derivative can be replaced as follows 

 (11)

Using (11) equation (10) can als o be written as a matrix 
product 

 (12)

whereas  is the current concentration of pollution and 
 the concentration in th e next time step. In order to 

determine  using the Explicit Euler equation (12) is 
rearranged. 

 (13)

It is well known  that the Explicit Euler can be un stable 
using the wrong step size rela tion. Notation (12) can be 
also used to find the Im plicit Euler form ulation. The 
current concentration on the r ight hand side in equation 
(13) is re placed by the c oncentration of t he future time 
step in order to obtain the implicit formulation. 

 (13)

Two-dimensional. Regarding the  p roblem form ula-
tion in  tw o d imensions t he finite di fference m ethod 
looks a little bit different. Due to the fact that an equi-
distant grid,  is used th e approximation can be 
given as follows 

 
(14)

In contrary to the two-dimensional case the matrix nota-
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tion is not as easy as in one dimension. 

 (15)

Therefore only the Explicit Euler method is implement-
ed as shown in (15). 

2.2 Finite Element Method 
The finite elem ent method was only realized for the  
convection-diffusion equation in one dimension.  

 

 on  
(16)

First of all the weak solutio n of (16) is formalized using 
a test function of the according Sobolev space . 

 (17)
 

The formulation of the Gale rkin approximation is nec-
essary to form ulate the sol ution e quation of the finite 
element method. 

 (18)

The unk nown variables in e quation ( 18) have to  b e 
determined. Using linear ba sis functions called 'hat-
functions' for  a linear system of  equations wit h  
unknowns, called the Galerkin formulation, results [3]. 

 

(19)

In equation (19) ne is the num ber of elem ents in every 
finite elem ent and  is t he domain of ele ment . 
Equation (19) can also be written in a short form. 

 

 

(20)

The matrices of (20) are called mass matrix M and stiff-
ness matrix . Considering the mentioned ’hatfunctions’ 
it is clear, that only a few of the possible integrals are  
not equal zero. 

Those basis functions which corres pond to the cor-
ner points of the element will lead to non trivial results. 
Because t he ele ment  is connected to  and  
the profile of the m atrices is a band m atrix with widt h 

three. 

 

 

(21)

Equation (22) is called -method and will be used to 
present im plicit and e xplicit m ethods for s olving (21). 
The most common values for q are: 
• , Eplicit Euler 
• , Implicit Euler 
• , Implicit Heun 

Using this method the Explicit and Im plicit Euler algo-
rithm can be given. 

 
(22)

3 Random Walk 
An alternative method for simulating transport is the so-
called random walk. This appro ach is contrary t o the 
numerical solutions. T he focus changes from a macro-
scopic view t o the sim ulation of m icroscopic be havior 
of diffusion by analyzing movements of single particles. 

3.1 Intuitive Approach 
The intuitive approach describes a model which uses no 
grid or collision rules. It is  implemented again for both 
dimensions. 
One-dimensional. At t he beginning t = 0 all the 
particles are placed in the  origin presenting the source 
of pollution. The pollution injection happens only at t = 
0. The simulation focuses on the c onvection and diffu-
sion behaviour of these initial particles. In this approach 
the movement of particles is described by: 

(23)

The particle m otion in (23) consists of three parts.  In 
order to get the new position  at time  these 
three c omponents a re s ummed up. T he variable  
stands for the position at time . The velocity field  is 
multiplied by the step size. T he variable  describes the 
diffusive movement of a particle for one time step and is 
added to the former particle position .  

The second equation in (23) defines the movement r 
in particular. It consists of the step size i n space  and 
a norm ally distribute d ra ndom variable  with m ean 
zero and unit variance. In every time step the ne w posi-
tion of ev ery p article is calcu lated with equ ation (2 3). 
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The sim ulation ends when t he chosen simulation tim e 
tend is reached. 
Two-dimensional. For expansion in a tw o-
dimensional domain the movement has to be define d in 
a different way. There is no  initial velocity but there is 
an initial direction of every particle . T he diffusive 
transport is realized by us ing a norm ally distributed 
random variable  and a uniformly distributed random 
number .  is used to generate a random length and  
chooses a coincidental direction. 

 

 
(24)

In (24)  stands for the distance the particle moves in a 
certain tim e s tep. The influence of this param eter is 
similar to the diffusi on coefficient.  is the mentioned 
normally distributed random variable and  describes 
the step size in space . The s econd equation of (24) sets 
the direction for the particle’s ne xt m ove. The initial 
direction  is only necessary for the recursive de fini-
tion. During sim ulation the direction of the last move-
ment is used to calculate the next one. The convection is 
realized by a shift in fl ow di rection along . The  final 
formulation of the random walk movement can be given 
as follows 

 (25)

3.2 Gaussian Approach 
This approach shows the connection between a random  
walk approach and the analytical solution. 
One-dimensional. The an alytical so lution of th e 
convection-diffusion e quation ( 2) is used to de fine t he 
particle movement. Considering the probability density 
function of a normal or Gaussian distribution 

 (26)

At the beginning t = 0 all the  particles are placed in the  
origin presenting the source of pollution. The pollution 
injection happens only at t = 0 . The simulation focuses 
on t he conve ction and diffusion be haviour of t hese 
initial particles. In this approach the movement of parti-
cles is described by: 

(27)

the formal equivalence to t he analytical solu tion (4) is 
obvious. The parameters used in (27) stand for the mean 
value m and the standard deviation s which characterize 

the position and the width of the Gaussian bell curve in 
a unique way. Therefore the according parameters in (4) 
can be read out. [4] 

 (28)

Due to t he properties and m eaning of the parameters in 
(28) t he hei ght and wi dth of t he conce ntration peak 
depending on t ime is give n. The corresponding particle  
movement using (29) can be formulated as follows 

 (29)

The variable  stands for a normally distributed random 
number with mean zero and unit variance as in the intui-
tive approac h.  is newly generated in eve ry step for 
each particle. Ide ntifiable by the velocity  th e second 
term stands for t he convective m otion. This term  is 
equal to the term  of the in tuitive approach. The radical 
term describes the diffusive motion and is based on the 
standard derivation. 
Two-dimensional. In order to en large this approach 
in two dim ensions the m ovement along y- direction has 
to be a dded. For an e xpansion in a tw o-dimensional 
domain the  -component of the m ovement has t o be 
defined. Due to the fact  that  there is no fl ux the new 
particle position can be calculated using 

 
(30)

The variables  and  stand for independent normally 
distributed random numbers which are newly generated 
in every step for each particle. The term   describes 
the convective transport. Due to the fact that the diffu-
sion coe fficient is equal for t he - a nd -direction t he 
diffusive movement  in the random walk defini-
tion (30) is the same. 

4 Results 
In the following section the analytical solutions in bot h 
dimensions a re com pared t o the various approac hes. 
The differe nt concentration errors are discusse d. In 
general the pa rameter settin g is: diffusion coefficient  

 and velocity .  
The step sizes  and  are variable. The regarded 

simulation time varies between  and 
. 
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Abstract.  This Comparison investigates a classical popu-
lation m odel f or the sp read of infect ion d iseases (SIR  
ordinary differential equat ions m odel b y Kermack an d 
McKendrick) and an in homogeneous sp atial app roach 
using cellu lar automata. An identification of parameters 
based on an a bstract time di screte conceptual model is 
presented. The tas ks of thi s compar ison includ e th e 
validation and analysis of this identification, an investiga-
tion on th e im pact of diff erent spatia l dyna mics in th e 
cellular automaton m odelling appr oach an d simu lation 
scenarios for confining  epidemic outbr eaks that involve 
state-dependent interventions. 

Introduction

1 System Definition 

Parameter Description 

 initial number of susceptible 

 initial number of infected 

 initial number of recovered 

contacts 

infection probability 

 recovery probability 

Table 1. System parameters. 
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Interventions.

Figure 1. Illustration of a ‘soft’ intervention. Once the 
number of infected reaches a critical  
threshold, the infection parameter decreases 
over a certain period of time. 

Parameter Description 

 Fraction that defines 
the threshold 

Reduction parameter of 
a soft intervention 

Duration of a soft inter-
vention 

Fraction parameter of a 
hard intervention 

Table 2. Parameter of hard and soft interventions. 

2 Differential Equations Model 
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Parameter Identification 

  

 

 

  

Table 3. Parameter identification of the 
differential equation model. 

 

Interventions.

3 Cellular Automaton Model 
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Figure 2. Schematic visualization of LGCA movement 
rules. 

Figure 3. FHP-I collision rules. 
 

Parameter Identification 

  

 

 

  

 

Table 4. Parameter identification of the 
cellular automaton model. 

Interventions.
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4 Analytical Comparison 

Infections

 

Recoveries

5 Tasks 

5.1 Task 1 – Model Comparison 
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Parameter Value 

 9 500 

 500 

 0 

4 

0.1 

 0.1 

Table 5. Parameter set for Task 1. 

5.2 Task 2 – Interventions 

5.3 Task 3 – Spatial Inhomogeneity 
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Abstract. This paper discusses a model for a system
of two canals and a lock, with transiting ships and their
average transit time. Different policies for the lock are in-
vestigated and variance reduction experiments are con-
ducted.

Introduction
The Model, as described in ARGESIM Comparison C

8, was implimented in Simulink, and is an example of

modelling complex logic. The statistical analysis was

done in Gnumeric, an open-source Spreadsheet appli-

cation. The use of Simulink made it easy to monitor the

various outputs.

1 Description of the System
The system consists of two canals and a central lock.

The ships pass through in batches in a single direction.

So it is necessary to implement a logical system that

switches the direction of transversal. We have to apply

rules to make sure that after a certain amount of ships,

the other direction gets access to the lock as well, even

if there are still ships waiting. This maximum amount

is called Eastmax or Westmax, depending on the direc-

tion.

Figure 1: Simple schematics of the Canal and Lock System.

1.1 Canal

A ship always has to pass through two canals to get

through the system. If it is an eastbound ship it will

first move 14 minutes throught the west canal, pass the

lock in a variable amount of time and then pass through

the east canal in 18 minutes. A westbound ship will do

the same in reverse. Because the canals are too narrow

to fit two ships side by side, the whole system can only

be traversed in one direction simultaneously.

1.2 Lock

The Lock raises or lowers the waterlevel to the other

canal, when a ship is passing through the system. It

can hold only one ship simultaneously and needs twelve

minutes to raise or lower the water. A ship takes five

minutes to enter and five minutes to leave the lock. The

time a ship spends in the lock may vary, because the

lock is able to raise or lower the waterlevel to the ap-

proaching ship as soon as a ship enters the canal pre-

ceeding the lock. The minimal time spent is therefore

22 minutes, and the maximum time 34 minutes.

1.3 Direction

As mentioned, the canals are too narrow to let ships

move through simultaneously in both directions, so

rules are necessary to allow ships to transit with no

deadlock as two ships with opposite directions approach

one canal. If there are no ships in the system, when a

new ship arrives, it enters the system immediately and

starts a cycle. If another ship arrives, while the previous

ship is in transit, and if it travels in the same direction, it

will also enter the system and is added to the cycle un-

less Eastmax or Westmax ships have entered the system

in a single cycle. If Eastmax or Westmax is reached, the

following ship is denied access and the direction will

be reversed after the last barge of a cycle has passed

SNE 25(1) – 4/2015
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through the system. In case there is no ship waiting for

entrance in the opposite direction, a new cycle in the

same direction will begin.

2 Description of the Model

Figure 2: Simple schematics of the Model.

The model is implemented in Matlab Simulink with the

help of Matlab SimEvent blocks. The ships are repre-

sented by entities which move through several gates and

servers. For the implementation we changed the basic

structure to create a more linear flow of all entities. In-

stead of two bidirectional canals, we built the model

with two unidirectional canals, with variable lengths of

transit time dependant on the origin of the ship entities.

Therefore east and west is a bit of a misnomer, but is

still applied to the variable and function names to allow

an easy way to match the corresponding building blocks

of the model to the system.

Overview. At first glance we see in 3 the flow of the

model going from left to right, with the cycler subsys-

tem on the top controling the flow of the system. We

will now detail the various important subsystems fur-

ther.

The Waiting Line. The ship entities are generated

by a time based entity generator, which gets its intervals

between ship generation, from the start script. Those

entities continue to server blocks, that represents the

waiting line before the canals. Given that the procedure

of passing through the first canal is equal for eastbound

or westbound ships and only differs in the amount of

time spent when passing through the canals, we used an

input switch block to open the first canal block for the

appropriate entity. This switch block is controlled by

the cycler subsystem.

1
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Figure 4: Cycler Subsystem

The Cycler Subsystem. A subsystem called cycler

implements the logic behing the switching of the direc-

tion and opening the first canal. It also secures that

only Eastmax or Westmax number of ships may pass

through in one batch. Instead of reversing the direc-

tion it flips a switch block to allow the right amount of

barges, moving in the right direction to pass through the

system. The upper part, as seen in 4, decides if Eastmax

or Westmax is reached, while the bottom part uses func-

tion calls on arrival of new entities in the waiting server

blocks to decide wether the ship entity may continue

into the system.
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Figure 5: First Canal Subsystem

The First Canal. In the first canal we have a gate

and a series of server blocks that represent the amount

of time that is necessary to pass through the canal, de-

pending on the direction. The opening of the gate is

controlled by the cycler subsystem.
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Figure 3: Overview of the Model

The Lock. The next subsystem is the lock itself,

which also consists of gates and servers. We seper-

ated the time spent in the lock into two parts, the non-

variable part and the variable part. We block the en-

trance into the lock with an enabled gate that only al-

lows entities in, if the system is empty. Then follows

a server block, that represents the variable part of the

time spent in the lock. To calculate the service time in

the server block we pass along the time the previous

ship left the lock.
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Figure 7: Second Canal Subsystem

The Second Canal. Now follows the second canal

which is just a series of servers, with a fixed service

time, dependant on the direction of the ship entities.

Exit. Before leaving the system, the transit time of the

entity, as well as a moving mean are calculated. This

is necessary for the Model validation and the variance

reduction experiments.

2.1 Model validation

The validation of the Model was done with given

datasets, which, in contrast to the later variance reduc-
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Figure 8: Exit Subsystem

tion experiments, also included cases with multiple si-

multaneously arriving ships.

3 Variance reduction
experiments

For the variance reduction experiments, the arrival

times of the ships were pre-calculated. While the in-

terval between the arrival of two ships is exponentially

distributed with a mean of 75, the first ship arrives

at an uniformly distributed time, with a mean time of

15 minutes for the eastbound, and ten minutes for the

westbound ship. For this, the pseudo random number
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generator of matlab was used. The end time was set to

14400 minutes to simulate a ten day period and 100 in-

dependent replications were conducted. The maximum

number of ships for a full cycle was set to five in both

directions. For better insight, the whole simulation was

repeated two more times. All the following numbers

were calculated with Gnumeric 1.12.17.

Mean 90% CI σ2

Run 1 511,17 36,17 219,88

Run 2 472,25 37,49 227,93

Run 3 520,96 37,74 229,47

Table 1: Three independent runs of the simulation

The use of the antithetic random variates variance-

reduction methology brought a significant contraction

of the confidence interval and σ2.

Mean 90% CI σ2

Run 1 547,88 30,19 129,77

Run 2 536,81 31,62 135,93

Run 3 553,61 31,52 135,50

Table 2: Three independent runs of the simulation using the
ARV variance-reduction method.

The next experiment compared the mean transit times,

when the cyclelength is set to six, to the cyclelenght of

five in both directions. We considered the null hypoth-

esis that the expected transit time for five-ship-cycles

is less than or equal than six-ship-cycles. 50 replica-

tions for the first case and 50 for the second case were

done and the mean times subtracted. A negative num-

ber means that the six-ship-cycle took longer than the

5-ship-cycle.

Difference 90% CI σ2

Run 1 72,66 73,85 317,48

Run 2 137,99 76,92 330,69

Run 3 39,40 67,86 291,73

Table 3: The difference between Eastmax and Westmax set
to six or five.

Based on the result of these runs we cannot reject the

null hypothesis. But with the use of common random

numbers (CRNs), we get a different conclusion.

Difference 90% CI σ2

Run 1 67,50 7,05 30,33

Run 2 69,52 8,52 36,64

Run 3 59,20 8,34 35,87

Table 4: The difference between Eastmax and Westmax set
to six or five with CRNs.

As we can see, the intervals are strictly positive and thus

we can safely reject the null hypothesis. The reduction

of the confidence interval is not surprising, but still re-

markable.
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SLOSIM Officers 
President Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si  
Vice president Božidar Šarler, bozidar.sarler@ung.si 
Secretary Aleš Beli , ales.belic@sandoz.com 
Treasurer Milan Sim i , milan.simcic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Repr. EUROSIM B. Zupan i , borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Deputy Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si
Edit. Board SNE Rihard Karba, rihard.karba@fe.uni-lj.si 
Web EUROSIM Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si 

 Last data update December2013

UKSIM - United Kingdom Simulation Society 
UKSIM has more than 100 members throughout the UK 
from universities and industry. It is active in all areas of 
simulation and it hol ds a biennial conference as well as 
regular meetings and workshops. 

 
 www.uksim.org.uk 
 david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 
 UKSIM / Prof. David Al-Dabass 
Computing & Informatics,  
Nottingham Trent University 
Clifton lane, Nottingham, NG11 8NS 
United Kingdom 

 

UKSIM Officers 
President David Al-Dabass, 

david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 
Vice president A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Secretary Richard Cant, richard.cant@ntu.ac.uk
Treasurer A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Membership chair K. Al-Begain, kbegain@glam.ac.uk 
Univ. liaison chair R. Cheng, rchc@maths.soton.ac.uk 
Repr. EUROSIM Richard Zobel, r.zobel@ntlworld.com  
Deputy K. Al-Begain, kbegain@glam.ac.uk
Edit. Board SNE Richard Zobel, r.zobel@ntlworld.com 

 Last data update December2013

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EUROSIM OBSERVER MEMBERS 

KA-SIM Kosovo Simulation Society 
Kosova Association for Modeling and Sim ulation (KA – 
SIM, founded i n 2009), is part of Kos ova Association of 
Control, Automation and Sy stems Engineering (KA  – 
CASE). KA – CASE was registered in 2006 as non Profit 
Organization and since 2009 is National Mem ber of 
IFAC – International Feder ation of Automatic Control.  
KA-SIM joined EUROSIM as Observer Mem ber in  
2011. 
KA-SIM has about 50 members, and is organizing the in-
ternational conference series International Conference in 
Business, Technology and Innovation, in Novem ber, in 
Durrhes, Albania, an IF AC Sim ulation worksh ops in  
Pristina. 
 

  www.ubt-uni.net/ka-case 
  ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
 MOD&SIM KA-CASE 

      Att. Dr. Edmond Hajrizi 
      Univ. for Business and Technology (UBT) 
      Lagjja Kalabria p.n., 10000 Prishtina, Kosovo 
 

KA-SIM Officers 
President Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Vice president Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Secretary Lulzim Beqiri, info@ka-sim.com 
Treasurer Selman Berisha, info@ka-sim.com 
Repr. EUROSIM Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Deputy Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Edit. Board SNE Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Web EUROSIM Betim Gashi, info@ka-sim.com 

Last data update December2013

ROMSIM – Romanian Modelling and 
Simulation Society 
ROMSIM has been founded in 1990 as a non-profit so-
ciety, devoted to theoretical and applied aspects of mod-
elling and sim ulation of syst ems. ROMSI M curre ntly 
has about 100 members from Romania and Moldavia. 

 www.ici.ro/romsim/ 
 sflorin@ici.ro 
 ROMSIM / Florin Stanciulescu,  
National Institute for Research in Informatics, Averescu 
Av. 8 – 10, 71316 Bucharest, Romania 
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ROMSIM Officers 
President Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Vice president Florin Hartescu, flory@ici.ro 

Marius Radulescu, mradulescu@ici.ro 
Repr. EUROSIM Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Deputy Marius Radulescu, mradulescu@ici.ro 
Edit. Board SNE Florin Stanciulescu, sflorin@ici.ro 
Web EUROSIM Zoe Radulescu, radulescu@ici.ro 

 Last data update December2012

RNSS – Russian Simulation Society 
NSS - The Russian National Sim ulation Society 
(    -

 – ) was officially registered in Russian 
Federation on February 11, 2011. In February 2012 NSS 
has been accepted as an observer member of EUROSIM. 

 www.simulation.su 
 yusupov@iias.spb.su 
 RNSS / R. M. Yusupov,  
St. Petersburg Institute of Informatics and Automation 
RAS, 199178, St. Petersburg, 14th lin. V.O, 39  

RNSS Officers 
President R. M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su 
Chair Man. Board A. Plotnikov, plotnikov@sstc.spb.ru 
Secretary M. Dolmatov, dolmatov@simulation.su 

Repr. EUROSIM R. M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su 
Deputy B. Sokolov, sokol@iias.spb.su 
Edit. Board SNE Y. Senichenkov, sneyb@dcn.infos.ru 

 Last data update February 2012

 
 

SNE – Simulation Notes Europe 
Simulation Notes Europe publishes peer revie wed 
Technical Notes, Short Notes and Overview Notes on 
developments and trends in modelling and simulation in 
various areas and in application and theory. Furthermore 
SNE docum ents the ARGESIM Benchmarks on  Model-
ling Approaches and Simulation Implementations with 
publication of definitions, solutions and discussions 
(Benchmark Notes). Special Educational Notes present  
the use of modelling and simulation in and for education 
and for e-learning. 

 
 
 

SNE is the official membership journal of EUROSIM, 
the Fede ration of Europe an Si mulation Societies. A 
News Section in SNE provides inf ormation f or EU-
ROSIM Simulation Societies and Sim ulation Groups. In 
2013, SNE introduced an extended subm ission strategy 
i) individual s ubmissions of scientific papers, and ii)  
submissions of selected c ontributions from conferences 
of EUROSIM societies for post-conference publication 
(suggested by conference organizer and a uthors) – both 
with peer review. 

SNE is published in a printed version ( Print I SSN 
2305-9974) a nd in a n online ve rsion ( Online IS SN 
2306-0271). W ith Online SNE the publisher ARGESIM 
follows the Open Access strategy, allowing download of 
published contributions for free. Since 2012 Online SNE 
contributions are identified by an DOI (Digital Obj ect 
Identifier) assigned to the publisher ARGESIM (DOI pre-
fix 10 .11128). Print SNE, high -resolution Online SNE, 
source codes of the Benchmarks and other additional  
sources are available for subscription via membership in 
a EUROSIM society. 

Authors Information. Authors are i nvited to subm it 
contributions which have n ot been  p ublished a nd ha ve 
not being considere d for pu blication else where t o the  
SNE Editorial Office. SNE di stinguishes different types 
of contributions (Notes): 
• Overview Note – State-of-the-Art report in a specific area, 

up to 14 pages, only upon invitation 
• Technical Note – scientific publication on specific topic in 

modelling and simulation, 6 – 8 (10) pages 
• Education Note – modelling and simulation in / for educa-

tion and e-learning; max. 6 pages 
• Short Note – recent development on specific topic,  

max. 4 pages 
• Software Note – specific implementation with scientific 

analysis, max 4 pages 
• Benchmark Note – Solution to an ARGESIM Bench-

mark;basic solution 2 pages, extended and commented so-
lution 4 pages, comparative solutions on invitation 

Interested authors may find further information at SNE’s 
website  www.sne-journal.org (layout templates for 
Notes, requirements for benchmark solutions, etc.). 

 

SNE Editorial Office /ARGESIM     
 www.sne-journal.org, www.eurosim.info 
 office@sne-journal.org (info, news) 
  eic@sne-journal.org Felix Breitenecker  

                                        (publications) 
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The language of technical computing
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Über eine Million Menschen weltweit sprechen
MATLAB. Ingenieure und Wissenschaftler in
allen Bereichen – von der Luft- und Raumfahrt
über die Halbleiterindustrie bis zur Bio-
technologie, Finanzdienstleistungen und
Geo- und Meereswissenschaften – nutzen
MATLAB, um ihre Ideen auszudrücken.
Sprechen Sie MATLAB?

Modellierung eines elektrischen
Potentials in einem Quantum Dot.  

Dieses Beispiel finden Sie unter:
www.mathworks.de/ltc

®

Parlez-vous 
MATLAB?


